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Abstract. This paper proposes a method for accelerating decentralized synchronization pro-

cesses in the distributed control of a group of stationary or mobile automatic objects. With this 

method, the objects pass to specified states or affect the environment simultaneously or with 

required time delays. Some examples of such objects include actuators, computers in a compu-

ting cluster, distributed data processing facilities in supercomputers, and mobile robots. The 

object’s action depends on the current state of all objects and the environment. The actions 

should start with minimum delay after detecting the possibility to perform them. Arbitrarily 

located sources of executive commands and their receivers are synchronized by exchanging 

signals and messages between objects through an intermediary (a signal repeater). Means are 

used to accurately measure the time intervals of signal transfer between each object and the re-

peater. Group operations are used to accelerate synchronization processes. These operations 

involve a large number of objects simultaneously. The object’s data are used in operations sim-

ultaneously. Data are processed during their transmission without extra time. Operations are 

executed by network devices of the system objects and the common network device without any 

computing facilities (the repeater). 
 

Keywords: simultaneous start of group operations, decentralized control, synchronization of mobile ob-

jects, fast distributed intranet computing, multilayer synchronization.  
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In this paper, we accelerate the decentralized con-

trol of starting joint actions in a distributed group of 

digital objects: computers in a computing cluster, dis-

tributed data processing facilities in supercomputers, 

mobile robots, and actuators affecting an environment.  

The problem statement is as follows. Consider a 

distributed group of sources that jointly create a com-

mon command and send it to a distributed group of 

receivers (command executors). The objects in the 

groups have an arbitrary arrangement, can change 

their location, and communicate through a network. 

Having a command, all receivers must perform the 

corresponding actions simultaneously or with the time 

delays specified for each receiver in the command. 

The time instant of command sending is unknown in 

advance and depends on the current state of all objects 

and the environment. The objects should start the ac-

tions with the minimum possible delay after the 

sources send the parts of the command. When objects 

operate in a distributed control system, it is also im-

portant to reduce the delay with which system objects 

form a common command. All objects, sources and 

receivers, must act without centralized control.  

The solution of this problem consists of two parts: 

for the sources and receivers of the command, respec-

tively. The actions of sources were presented in the 

author’s previous publications and are briefly de-

scribed in Section 3 below. We introduce an additional 

communication link for objects, the signal repeater RS. 

This is a simple device without computing facilities 

and even logical elements. Receiving signals of ob-

jects at some frequencies, RS just retransmits them to 
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objects at other frequencies. It cannot generate com-

mands and therefore does not serve as a control center. 

Receivers have signals only from RS. Due to the use of 

RS, we establish the following key results.  

With the proposed synchronization of object ac-

tions, sources send messages to RS with the simulta-

neous arrival of the same-name binary digits of all 

messages. For receivers, RS acts as a single source 

replacing the previous group of sources. Now objects 

must consider only changes in their distances to RS. 

Sources send messages to a single receiver (RS). Re-

ceivers have messages from RS only. This approach 

simplifies the network facilities and reduces the com-

mand execution time. By adding RS, we eliminate in-

terference from source signals coming to the receivers. 

Without RS, signals from a group of sources, even sent 

simultaneously, would arrive at the receivers as inter-

ference at different, almost uncontrollable, time in-

stants. 

This paper considers group operations and com-

mands executing distributed control and computational 

operations in a time independent of the number of ob-

jects (the simultaneous participants of the operation). 

As shown below, distributed object computers execute 

group operations at high speeds due to RS.  

To solve this problem, it is necessary to determine 

the transfer time of signals between objects and RS. 

Many solutions have been developed in different tech-

nical fields. For this paper, the most useful results are 

two standardized solutions for the clock synchroniza-

tion of distributed objects and high-precision meas-

urement of distances between objects.  The IEEE 

1588-2008 Precise Time Protocol (PTP) [1] is widely 

used in the industry. In PTP, signal transfer times are 

measured to synchronize the clocks of objects. De-

pending on the application, the accuracy varies from 

tens of microseconds to eight nanoseconds. Within the 

White Rabbit (WR) project [2, 3], picosecond methods 

were developed for measuring signal transfer times 

between objects in accurate physical experiments at 

CERN. The IEEE 1588-2019 High Accuracy Default 

PTP Profile (HA) [4] is a novel standard combining 

both solutions. In PTP and WR, objects interact in the 

master-slave mode. Both PTP and WR can operate on 

large networks. 

PTP and WR solutions are applied below with 

some modifications due to the problem statement. This 

paper considers intensive data exchange between ob-

jects to control their actions and perform distributed 

computations, requiring small delays in data delivery. 

Therefore, the matter concerns only the systems in 

which the distances between objects vary from frac-

tions of a meter to several hundred meters.  

The solutions proposed below are oriented to tasks 

with the unpredictable execution time of commands by 

receivers, so the clock is not applied. There is no mas-

ter object, and all objects have equal rights.  

The presence of RS, an additional device between 

objects, raises the natural question of reducing the 

fault tolerance of the system. Due to the simplicity of 

RS, the number of such additional devices can be in-

creased to replace the failed ones. In addition, the RS 

functions can be transferred to any object. This paper 

does not discuss the issues of fault tolerance.  

At the beginning of the Introduction, we have men-

tioned different digital objects to apply the methods. 

However, many technicalities need to be specified for 

a particular object. For example, many mobile objects 

require communication only by exchanging non-

directional radio signals through a single RS. In a su-

percomputer, it is reasonable to apply directional opti-

cal communications with signal switching through 

thousands of simultaneously accessible RSs. In each of 

these cases, the methods described below remain the 

same. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 out-

lines the principles of time measurement in PTP and 

WR useful for further considerations. The communica-

tion structure to synchronize the actions of sources and 

receivers of commands is described in Section 2. Sec-

tion 3 presents a method for receivers to execute 

source commands simultaneously or with the time de-

lays specified in the command for each receiver. In 

Section 4, we introduce a distributed control method 

for source interactions. Section 5 considers the multi-

layer synchronization of command execution by re-

ceivers. Having executed a command, the receivers of 

a layer become command sources for the next layer of 

receivers. In Section 6, a summary of group operations 

is given. Section 7 shows the connection between the 

network operations proposed in the paper and the op-

erations of associative computing facilities. 

1. TIME INTERVAL MEASUREMENT IN PTP AND WR 

The basic scheme for measuring time intervals in 

PTP is shown in Fig. 1a. 

Here two objects interact, conventionally termed a 

master and a slave. At a time instant t1, the master 

sends to the slave a signal to start synchronization and 

its clock time. This message arrives at a time instant t2. 

At a time instant  t3,  the slave sends the master a reply  
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Fig. 1. Time measurement in PTP: the basic scheme and its simplified 

version.  

 

signal and its new clock time. At a time instant t4, the 

master receives the slave's reply, determines the dis-

tance between this pair of objects, determines the dis-

tance to the slave, and reports it to the slave. The slave 

corrects the clock time. Except for several important 

details, this is the basic time correction scheme in 

PTP.  

For this paper, we need a simplified version of the 

measurement scheme (Fig. 1b) without clock but with 

a signal repeater (RS). For optical signals, a passive 

retroreflector can be used as RS. An arbitrary object Oi 

launches its timer, sending a signal to RS at a time in-

stant t1. The signal arrives at the RS at a time instant t2. 

After the triggering delay of RS, the signal is sent to 

RS at a time instant t3. At a time instant t4, the object 

Oi determines the signal transfer time between Oi and 

RS as TOiRS = t4 – t1 – (t3 – t2).  

WR uses a more accurate phase method for meas-

uring time intervals. In [5], a simple electronic device 

was proposed to measure the signal transfer time be-

tween objects. The femtosecond accuracy was 

achieved. Below, this method can be applied directly 

or to control the stability of all objects participating in 

the measurement process. 

2. COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN COMMAND SOURCES 

AND RECEIVERS 

Figure 2 shows the structure of communications to 

exchange signals and messages between command 

sources and receivers. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Communications between command sources and receivers. 

 

The object system includes a group Re of com-

mand receivers {Rei}, a group So of command sources 

{Soj}, and a repeater RS of signals coming from 

sources and receivers. Up to Section 4, we assume that 

only one arbitrary source from So sends a command to 

receivers from Re. The source sends the command 

signal to Re indirectly (through RS). The bit “1” of the 

command code is sent to RS on a carrier frequency f1; 

the bit “0,” on another frequency f0. The repeater 

translates these signals into other signals 
*
f1 and 

*
f0, 

respectively, and sends them to receivers. The signals 

do not change during WR operations. As noted in the 

Introduction, objects receive only the signals transmit-

ted by RS.  

Therefore, RS is a simple device without logical 

elements. It does not actively participate in the control 

of objects’ actions.  

RS underlies the synchronization approach pro-

posed in this paper. In addition, RS reduces the amount 

of transferred data and time required for Rei to organ-

ize the synchronous execution of the command. As 

noted in the Introduction, the problem solution will be 

time-consuming without collecting messages in a sin-

gle point (RS). These features are discussed in detail 

below. 

Communications between objects can be wireless 

or wired. Wireless communications offer additional 

capabilities. For example, only wireless communica-

tions are acceptable for mobile objects. In stationary 

supercomputers, wireless communications between a 

group of objects and a group of RSs allow quickly re-

configuring the system when solving a single task. 

They also simplify system recovery in case of RS fail-

ures. They eliminate the duplication and triplication of 

repeaters. For example, if there is at least one redun-

dant repeater, objects will switch to it without inter-

mediate switches in case of failure. A failure can be 

detected due to the broadcast transmission of the logi-

cal scale accessible to all objects simultaneously (see 

Section 4).  
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3. SYNCHRONIZED COMMAND EXECUTION                    

BY RECEIVERS 

This section presents an accurate synchronization 

method for receivers (command executors) with the 

communication scheme in Fig. 2. Before receiving an 

executive command to start the synchronized execu-

tion of the corresponding actions, each receiver gets a 

description of its action in a preliminary command. 

Such commands can be sent by different sources in 

random order or as a single message consisting of 

messages from individual sources. This method is dis-

cussed in Section 4.  

Before implementing the executive command, each 

receiver must measure the transfer time of the signal 

(optical or radio signals having the speed of light c) 

between the receiver and RS (the distance to RS). We 

propose a procedure with additional frequency chan-

nels in which measurements can be performed inde-

pendently and simultaneously with other communica-

tions between objects.  

The first task of the receivers is to launch the time 

without involving a special control center, which sets 

the order of measurement for them. For this purpose, 

the receivers from Re need to determine the distance to 

RS, and they send a special synchronization signal S to 

RS. The signal duration must be at least T (the greatest 

signal transfer time between RS and any receiver). A 

receiver sends the signal S only when not receiving the 

signal S sent by other sources and returned from RS. If 

the signal duration is not smaller than T, the individual 

signals S of different objects are superimposed in the 

common signal S of variable duration. The repeater 

converts S into a single signal Srs and transmits it to 

receivers Re. 

The time instant when the signal Srs is completely 

received is treated by the receiver as the signal 
*
Srs to 

start synchronization. This signal is created without 

any control center; also, see the paper [6]. Let the re-

ceivers from Re be numbered. The object Rei with the 

smallest known number i (e.g., i = 1) measures its dis-

tance to RS. All receivers do the same. This process 

can be performed continuously and simultaneously 

with other interaction processes of the objects. Some 

versions of this action were considered in the paper 

[6]. In particular, suppose that high synchronization 

accuracy is not required (the time intervals of a dura-

tion below T are indistinguishable). Then the objects 

may exchange signals directly without RS.  

Upon measuring their distances Ti to RS, the re-

ceivers Rei will start the synchronous execution of the 

source command. To do this, each receiver follows 

several steps described below. 

Step 1. The receiver Rei calculates the delay di = C 

– Ti + ai. Here C ≥ T, and ai ≥ 0 is an additional time 

delay for Rei (possibly zero). The value C ≥ 0 is used 

to consider the time cost of additional object actions. 

Step 2. Upon receiving a command, each Rei will 

perform the command actions with the delay di. 

Leaving RS, the command will arrive at Rei after 

the time Ti. Hence, given the delay di, any Rei per-

forms the action at the time instant τ = Ti + C – Ti + ai 

= C + ai. All Rei will perform the command simulta-

neously at the time instant C after the command leaves 

RS or with the delays ai, as required.  

Thus, after the command leaves RS, all objects will 

pass to synchronous execution at the time instant of its 

delivery to the farthest object from RS. If all objects 

know Tmax (the signal transfer time between RS and the 

farthest object), and it is acceptable to replace C with 

Tmax, the transition to the synchronous state will occur 

in the minimum possible time.  

Now we determine the time instant of measuring Ti 

by receivers Rei. Recall that the measurement proce-

dure is continuous. Hence, we can select the last 

measurement before receiving the command by the 

object. But it is possible to take the measurement 

when the receiver gets the command. If all Rei know 

the time for determining the values Ti and di, then it 

suffices to set an upper bound on this time for all Rei 

so that the receivers correct possible time variations.  

The accuracy of measuring Ti can be significantly 

improved by the following method, oriented to tough 

time requirements. (They are necessary to coordinate 

computers in receivers Rei.) In this method, Rei will 

also measure the distance to RS after the other receiv-

ers complete their measurements. But all these meas-

urements are performed within one common message 

for all receivers. In this message, each Rei has a very 

short time interval Δt for the measurement. 

We make several assumptions. First, before apply-

ing the proposed method, receivers Rei determine the 

time intervals Ti and calculated the values di. Second, 

the constant C is given; in the best case, C = T [6]. 

Third, each Rei is allocated a time interval Δti of the 

same duration Δt to recalculate Ti. The method in-

cludes the following steps. 

Step 1. As described above, receivers Rei send the 

signal S to RS and receive the signal Srs back. By the 

signal 
*
Srs (the completion of Srs), each Rei sends to RS 

the test signal δt of a duration smaller than Δt, placing 

δt in the center of Δti. Note that each Rei does this al-

ternately on i within its interval Δti. 
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Step 2. Since all Rei know the value Δt, they will 
send their Δti in one common message SC of duration 
nΔt, where n is the number of receivers.  

Step 3. The signals δt of the message SC arrive at 
RS. Here, they are converted to 

*
δt and then returned 

to receivers. Receiver Rei determines the new value Ti 
by the shift δt within Δti. 

The method is effective under two conditions. 
First, the signal δt must not leave Δti for any dis-
placement of Rei. Second, the duration nΔt must be 
smaller than that of the previous method for determin-
ing Ti (with a group of individual messages). Let us 
demonstrate that both conditions hold.  

For stationary Rei without any external impacts, 
the signal δt is in the center of Δt for any Ti. Other-
wise, δt is shifted. 

Let L be the maximum distance between RS and 
any Rei, and v be the maximum speed of Rei. Then 
during the measurement time Ti, the receiver will 
move at the distance 

*
L = Tiv. The signal δt will shift 

within Δt by no more than the time interval 
*
Δt =

*
L/c =  

Ti v/c. The interval Δt must be at least 2
*
Δt for δt not to 

move to the adjacent interval Δt. The entire measure-
ment cycle for n receivers will be done in the time 
2nTi v/c << nTi. Allocating a separate frequency chan-
nel for each Rei will eliminate the dependence on n 
and reduce the admissible time of measuring the dis-
tance to RS for the entire group Re. 

The solutions described above ensure minimum 
delay when executing the command sent to the receiv-
ers. Indeed, RS (if exists) acts as the only source of the 
command. The receiver measures the distance to RS 
before getting the command, and there is no delay at 
the beginning of its execution. Next, each receiver has 
to start executing the command only when all receiv-
ers get it, delaying the execution due to its distance to 
RS. As shown in this section, the receivers have all the 
necessary information for this in advance; upon get-
ting the command, the receiver starts its execution 
with the corresponding time shift. Thus, the presence 
of RS eliminates command execution delays. Delays 
inevitably occur without RS.  

If a group of sources forms a common command 
without RS, then their simultaneous actions are 
achieved only by replacing RS with one of the sources 
(the leader). The leader will act as RS. Such a process 
takes unacceptably much time.  

In Section 4, sources send messages to receivers 
only via RS, adjusting the message arrival at RS de-
pending on their distance to RS. Acting like receivers, 
the sources determine the distance to RS and then send 
messages so that they reach RS at the same time or in a 
given order. The sources determine the distance to the 
RS in advance, and a common command will be 
formed without delay, e.g., using the solutions of Sec-
tion 6.  

The method for measuring signal transfer (PTP, 
WR) without changing the paper’s solutions can be 
replaced by another known method. Thus, in all cases, 
the presence of RS minimizes the delay when execut-
ing a common action of all receivers. 

We have described the synchronized execution of 
commands in the case of a single RS sending signals to 
all receivers. Section 5 considers a more general prob-
lem. But first, in Section 4, we discuss the joint syn-
chronous actions of a group of sources. 

4. SYNCHRONOUS ACTIONS IN A GROUP OF SOURCES 

The synchronous actions of a group of sources 
were considered in [6]. They are used repeatedly in 
this paper. A summary of such actions that corre-
sponds to Section 3 is given below.  

Similar to the actions of receivers, in Section 3 the 
sources organize their actions as follows. Sources Soj 
from the group So, ordered by j, send the signal S to 
RS. In response, RS sends the signal Srs and the signal 
*
Srs (the sign of completing S). Then sources Soj alter-

nately determine the distance to RS and calculate the 
delays Dj  = C – tj + aj, by analogy with di , C, Ti , and 
ai from Section 3. Now the sources can synchronously 
send messages to RS (and commands to receivers) 
without any control center.  

To describe further actions of the sources, we in-
troduce a logic scale LS, i.e., a sequence of bits equal 
to the number of sources in So. Let source Soj need to 
transmit a message to RS. This source enters one into 
the jth bit of the scale LS and transmits it to RS using 
the signal f1. The other bits of LS may not contain bi-
nary values, or Soj enters zero into them and transmits 
it using the signal f0. In the second case, several sig-
nals f1 and f0 arrive at RS (and further at Rei) simulta-
neously from different sources. They are perceived as 
a pair of signals in some operations of Rei but as the 
signal f1 in most operations.  

To start interacting with RS, the sources send to RS 
the signal S and gent the signals Srs and 

*
Srs in re-

sponse. After that, the sources send their scales LS to 
RS with the delays Dj and get a combined scale 

*
LS, 

with the same-name bits of all scales received by RS. 
Now Soj can send their messages to RS in a given or-
der without delays on the sources not requesting mes-
sage transmission. 

Thus, we have obtained a useful result. The 
sources order their messages by sending them to RS. 
Now RS acts as a single source, sending messages-
commands from RS to receivers. At the same time, 
sources can be receivers to coordinate joint actions. In 
particular, Soj can acknowledge the agreement of the 
entire group So to execute a command sent to Re. As 
shown in Section 6, besides signal repeat, RS can also 
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execute several operations distributed among the 
members of So without logical elements.  

In contrast to the synchronous actions of objects, 

there is no possibility to specify the occupation time of 

RS for the asynchronous actions of objects. In this 

case, we apply barrier synchronization [7]. When exe-

cuting a common operation, one or more objects send 

a signal B that is accessible to all objects and differs 

from all other signals. When some object completes its 

work within the common operation, it stops transmit-

ting the signal B. When all objects do so, the transmis-

sion of the signal B stops. In the absence of this signal, 

other objects can start the next operation. Without the-

se actions, the value C will be chosen unreasonably 

large for the asynchronous operations of objects. The 

operations of sources (Section 4) are used in the next 

section for the multilayer synchronization of actions in 

Re.  

5. MULTILAYER SYNCHRONIZATION FOR GROUPS        

OF RECEIVERS 

In contrast to Section 3, here the group of objects 

is divided into subgroups (layers) Le1, Le2, ..., Len 

(Fig. 3). Within a layer, objects act as discussed in the 

previous sections. The signals they exchange are inac-

cessible to the objects of other layers. But the repeat-

ers RS of the layer controlled by layer objects can 

merge with the repeaters RS of the next layer. The first 

layer of receivers gets source commands directly from 

So of the layer (Section 3). Then the group Re of first-

layer receivers through its repeater acts as a group of 

sources for second-layer receivers, coordinating their 

actions as described in Section 4. For this purpose, the 

repeaters RS of these layers act jointly: the second-

layer repeater transmits first-layer signals to second-

layer objects and sends second-layer signals to the first 

layer. Next-layer receivers act in the same way. In the 

simplest case, last-layer receivers need to act synchro-

nously with respect to external objects. In the more 

complex case, the computers of receivers and comput-

ers of sources in a layer exchange messages through 

their RSs, which are simultaneously accessible to all 

these objects and should be used to correct their ac-

tions. Hence, additional time is required. Let us start 

with the simplest process (process 1). 

Process 1. The objects are divided into k layers,    

k = 0, ..., n. The receivers of layer k interact with the 

receivers of layer k + 1 by switching to the source 

mode.  The  new sources of  layer k act as described in 

Section 3, synchronizing the receivers of layer k + 1.

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 3. Multilayer synchronization of groups of receivers. 

 

Moving from layer to layer, this process reaches 

the layer whose receivers are to be synchronized. The 

synchronization will be done. The intermediate layers 

are forbidden to perform any external actions. 

If the receivers of all layers are required to perform 

external actions simultaneously without RS with the 

same time C for all layers, then we use process 2. (It 

complements the actions of process 1.)  

Process 2. Upon getting a command, the receivers 

of arbitrary layer k ≤ n repeatedly calculate the value F 

= n – k, increasing k by one. In each iteration, the val-

ue F is calculated with the delay C.   

If F = 0, the receivers of the layer will perform an 

external action. In the first iteration (for layer k = 0), 

we obtain F = n; for layer k = 1, F = n – 1, and so on. 

As a result, the receivers in all layers will get F = 0 

when the last layer receives the command. They will 

simultaneously perform the external action. 

Besides external actions, the computers of layer k 

objects may need data and command exchange as well 

as distributed computations. For this purpose, they use 

the common resource RSk. Suppose that an upper 

bound 
*
C can be specified for the occupation time of 

this RSk by layer objects. Then the occupation time is 

considered by replacing C with
 *

C if the layers work 

alternately. 

In the presence of asynchronously acting objects, 

the following two-phase synchronization process 

yields the best result.  

The synchronization preparation phase. In this 

phase, the data are asynchronously prepared for 

transmission to the receivers by first-layer sources. All 

actions are performed using barrier synchronization 

(Section 4). If necessary, first-layer receivers also 

asynchronously form additional data to prepare actions 

as second-layer sources. The transition to second-layer 

actions is performed by the barrier synchronization 

signal. All layers perform their work alternately. All 

layers do not need to perform external actions simul-

taneously. (This is the aim of the next phase.)  
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The synchronization phase. The process is simi-

lar to process 2, but all layers are renumbered in the 

reverse (the last layer n has number 0). The objects of 

the layer with the new number k = 0 act as sources and 

start synchronizing the receivers of all layers. Upon 

getting the command, the objects repeatedly calculate 

the value
*
 F = n – k, increasing k by one, with the de-

lay 
**

C. When F = 0, the receivers in all layers simul-

taneously perform the external action.  

The synchronization phase is faster: the objects 

just pass the command to the previous layer. There-

fore, 
**

C < C. In the synchronization phase, a feedback 

link is additionally introduced to pass the results of 

computations of the next layers to the previous ones.  

Thus, we have obtained the following result. The 

objects synchronize their actions and perform them 

simultaneously in all layers of the multilayer structure 

without any control center. 

6. A SUMMARY OF THE GROUP OPERATIONS 

PERFORMED ON THE NETWORK  

We summarize the group operations considered in 

the paper as a means of group interaction of objects. 

Several operations were developed for this paper; oth-

ers were introduced by the author earlier and adapted 

for the purposes of this paper. The operations listed 

below were developed at different times at Trapezni-

kov Institute of Control Sciences, the Russian Acade-

my of Sciences (ICS RAS). The following text thor-

oughly describes the basic principles of group opera-

tions without addressing the primary sources. 

The main properties of operations are as follows. 

Input data for an operation come simultaneously from 

a group of distributed objects (data storage devices). 

These data are processed simultaneously during their 

transmission without increasing the data transfer time. 

Operations are performed in network facilities of the 

object system without using computers and other 

computing devices. The time to obtain the result does 

not depend on the amount of data processed.  

These results are a consequence of coordinating 

object actions through message synchronization pro-

cesses. Regardless of the current arrangement and lo-

cation of objects, their actions are synchronized by 

allocating a special object (signal repeater RS) for the 

groups. A group of messages is synchronously deliv-

ered to one object RS and subsequently forwarded to a 

group of receivers as a single common message for all 

sources. This is performed quite simply and quickly. 

But this message arrives at a group of randomly locat-

ed receivers at different times. Using RS, the receivers 

introduce appropriate delays and simultaneously per-

form the required group action. According to the pre-

vious sections of the paper, the above properties hold 

for all object action control operations: the synchro-

nization of sources, the synchronization of receivers, 

multilayer synchronization, the elimination of access 

conflicts, and barrier synchronization.  

In addition, we list distributed computational op-

erations: search for maximum and minimum, the bit-

wise logical AND and OR operations, and the analog-

digital operations of counting, addition, and subtrac-

tion. These operations are not used here, but they ac-

celerate system control when searching for objects 

with given properties and estimating the system state. 

They were described, e.g., in the paper [7]. Let us out-

line their operating principle.  

To determine the maximum, objects send numbers 

in the binary representation, transmitting the highest 

digit at the first step. The next digit is transmitted only 

by the objects that transmitted one before, and so on. 

Hence, the maximum of the transmitted numbers re-

mains. Replacing ones with zeros determines the min-

imum. It is possible to switch from the binary repre-

sentation to other number systems if the digits of a 

number are represented by a scale in which all digits 

contain zeros, except for the digit corresponding to the 

digit value.  

The bitwise AND and OR operations allow quickly 

estimating the state of all system objects. For this pur-

pose, the object state is described by a scale, i.e., a 

sequence of binary digits equal to one if the corre-

sponding attribute is present and zero otherwise. Ones 

and zeros are transmitted on the signal frequencies f1 

and f0, respectively. The state of all objects is estimat-

ed with the simultaneous transmission of the scales to 

RS and combining same-name digits of object se-

quences in RS. When the AND operation is performed, 

the presence of f0 in the scale digit of RS means that at 

least one object does not have the corresponding fea-

ture. Otherwise, the feature is inherent in all objects. 

For the OR operation under the same conditions, the 

presence of f1 means that at least one object has the 

corresponding feature. Otherwise, the feature is absent 

in all objects. 

To perform analog-to-digital operations, RS con-

tains an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Let the 

objects characterize their state with a scale (a sequence 

of attributes represented by zeros and ones). If objects 

send their scales to RS with combining same-name 

digits, then ADC will estimate the total energy of re-

ceived signals and yield a value reflecting the presence 

of an attribute for all objects. This value will be re-

ceived simultaneously by all objects. Combining such 

operations with the bitwise AND and OR operations 

allows estimating the state of the object system more 
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accurately. The addition and subtraction of numbers in 

a non-binary number system were described in [7]. In 

these operations, the digits of numbers are represented 

by scales with one only in the digit of the scale corre-

sponding to the digit value. The result also does not 

depend on the number of objects participating in the 

operation. 

ADC operations require optical signal sources with 

stable energy. Modern technology allows obtaining an 

accurate digital value at the simultaneous summation 

of several thousands of signals. In [8], a simple LED 

source with an output power stability below 

50 ppm/ºC was presented. 

7. THE SOLUTIONS PROPOSED IN THIS PAPER: 

GENERAL ANALYSIS 

The main results of this paper have been obtained 

with distributed group operations not used in known 

network systems. Their counterpart is associative op-

erations proposed in the 1960s for concentrated asso-

ciative computers. The associative operations are per-

formed according to the following enlarged scheme.  

In associate computers, the control center simulta-

neously sends a common command to a group of asso-

ciative computer nodes with associative memory. The 

nodes perform the required actions. Their result is ac-

cessible to other nodes. It simultaneously comes to the 

center, which forms the next command based on the 

received results, and so on. The main application of 

associative computers was hard real-time control sys-

tems. An example is the STARAN associative super-

computer, which controlled aircraft movements at the 

J.F. Kennedy International Airport (New York, the 

USA). The group operations described in the paper 

can be considered a variant of associative operations 

with the following peculiarities. The operations are 

distributed and are executed directly in a simple net-

work facility (a repeater). The repeater has no compu-

ting facilities; nevertheless, it executes all these group 

operations and serves for managing object interaction 

and simultaneously estimating the state of all objects. 

All types of object interaction described above are per-

formed in a decentralized way without any control 

center. Thus, the structures proposed in the paper have 

both network and associative capabilities. 

Note that at present, many researchers study net-

works executing message transfer and other functions 

(data transport management and distributed computing 

[9–12]). However, these important R&D works differ 

from those carried out in ICS RAS: new functions are 

performed by computers of network facilities, whereas 

group operations are not used.  

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has proposed a decentralized control 

method for the simultaneous start of actions in a dis-

tributed group of stationary or mobile automatic ob-

jects. With this method, the objects start their actions 

with the minimum delay at an a priori unknown action 

instant. 

The simultaneous start of actions in a group of ob-

jects with an a priori known action instant is success-

fully implemented in the IEEE 1588-2019 standard. 

Thus, the scope of this standard has been extended to 

real-time control systems by adding to the capabilities 

to start actions at an a priori unknown instant. 

Due to network group operations, the proposed 

method has a fast response to emerging events. 
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